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Using the

Field Guide
Camp Broadway® is pleased to bring you this
Gypsy edition of StageNOTES®, the 28th in our

series. We are proud to be affiliated with this popular musical
that debuted on Broadway during the 2008 Season. This guide
has been developed as a teaching tool to assist educators in the
classroom who are introducing the story in conjunction with the
stage production.
By using StageNOTES®, you will understand how Gypsy
incorporates the bygone days of vaudeville (History), expands
our vocabulary (Language Arts), illuminates the human condition
(Behavioral Studies), aids in our own self-exploration (Life Skills)
and encourages creative thinking and expression (The Arts).
The Camp Broadway creative team, consisting of theater
educators, scholars, researchers and theater professionals, has
developed a series of lesson plans that, although inspired by and
based on the musical Gypsy can also accompany class study. To
assist you in preparing your presentation of each lesson, we have
included: an objective; excerpts taken directly from the script of
Gypsy; a discussion topic; a writing assignment; and an interactive
class activity. The reproducible lessons (handouts) accompany
each lesson unit, which contains: an essay question; a creative
exercise; and an “after hours activity” that encourages students to
interact with family, friends, or the community at large.
The curriculum categories offered in the Gypsy study guide have
been informed by the basic standards of education detailed
in Content Knowledge: A Compendium of Standards and
Benchmarks for K-12 Education, 2nd Edition, written by John S.
Kendall and Robert J. Marzano (1997). This definitive compilation
was published by Mid-Continent Regional Education Laboratory,
Inc. (McREL) and the Association for Supervision and Curricular
Development (ASCD) after a systematic collection, review and
analysis of noteworthy national and state curricular documents in
all subjects.
The Gypsy study guide is for you, the educator, in response to
your need for a standards-compliant curriculum. We truly hope
this study guide will help you incorporate the themes and content
of Gypsy into your classroom lessons.

Philip Katz
Producing Director
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List of

Characters and Synopsis
The Story

The story starts in Seattle with stage mother, Rose, pushing her two daughters into “Uncle Jocko’s Kiddie Show”. Rose believes that
her daughter, June is the most likely to become a star. Louise is plainer and quieter; she stands meekly in her sister’s shadow. A new
act called ‘Baby June and her Newsboys’ is conceived by Rose, and the family is off to the ‘big time’ in Los Angeles. The act steeped
in star spangled banners, dancing cows (Louise plays the rear end), and screaming newsboys moves to Dallas, Akron, New York,
Buffalo and Omaha. Along the way Rose meets Herbie, a former theatrical agent who now sells candy on the vaudeville circuit. Rose
hires him as manager. He makes himself father to the troupe, sharing with them their meals of chow mein, Rose’s favorite food. Rose
scrimps as she schemes and scrambles for bookings and billings to maintain their hand to mouth existence. She sleeps her charges
six in a dingy hotel room and makes their costumes from hotel blankets. Her object is to make her two penniless girls into world
stars. The girls begin to grow up and the act becomes ‘Dainty June and her Newsboys.’ Unfortunately its quality does not improve.
Bookings are cancelled and the act moves on.
Louise wishes that Momma would marry a plain man so they could settle down. Herbie proposes but is rejected. June elopes with
Tulsa, one of the boys in the act. Rose sets out to make Louise into the star. She bursts into
new enthusiasm with the rousing number “Everything’s Coming Up Roses”. Behind Rose
lies a worrying sense of doom; a feeling that she never will fulfill her dream of stardom
for her girls because it is really a dream of stardom for herself.
Finally the troupe reaches the bottom, a burlesque house in Wichita. Rose laments
that she would rather starve than perform there. Louise realizes there is no vaudeville
left except for burlesque. Here the clumsy Louise shoots into stardom by becoming
something different: a ladylike stripper. Three strippers dressed respectively in a
ballet costume, a trumpet and well placed electric light bulbs are used in a most
exaggerated, but very funny number, “You Gotta Get a Gimmick”, to indicate the
difference between the usual brassy stripper and the very elegant Louise. At last
Louise breaks away from her mother and goes out on her own as Gypsy Rose Lee.
Rose bursts into the plaintive “Rose’s Turn” in which she sings of her suppressed
talents that she has sacrificed to further the careers of her unappreciative daughters.

The Characters
Rose
Herbie
Louise
Dainty June
Tulsa
Electra
Tessie Tura
Mazeppa
Miss Cratchitt

Georgie
Mr. Goldstone
Bougeron-Cochon
Uncle Jocko
Pastey
Baby June
Weber
Baby Louise

The Songs

Act I
Overture - Orchestra
May We Entertain You - Baby June and Baby Louise
Some People - Rose
Small World - Rose and Herbie
Baby June and Her Newsboys - Baby June and Newsboys
Mr. Goldstone, I Love You - Rose, Herbie, Ensemble
Little Lamb - Louise
You’ll Never Get Away From Me - Rose and Herbie
Dainty June and Her Farmboys - June and Farmboys
If Momma Was Married - June and Louise
All I Need is the Girl - Tulsa and Louise
Everything’s Coming Up Roses - Rose
Act II
Madame Rose’s Toreadorables - Louise, Rose and the Hollywood Blondes
Together Wherever We Go - Rose, Herbie, and Louise
You Gotta Get a Gimmick - Mazeppa, Electra, and Tessie Tura
Let Me Entertain You - Louise
Rose’s Turn - Rose
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Using the

Lessons
Each Lesson Unit (History, Language
Arts, etc.) contains the following
Lessons:
Discussion:
The focus is on facilitating an in-depth
class dialogue.
Writing:
The focus is on the expression of
thoughts in written form.
Experiential:
The focus is on understanding social
dynamics as well as collaboration and
teamwork in small and large groups.
A take-home “After Hours” lesson

Each StageNOTES™ lesson
generally includes the following
components:
Objective:
An overall note to the teacher outlining
the goals of the lesson to follow.
From the script:
An excerpt or situation from the script
of Gypsy to help “set the stage” for the
activity that follows.
Exercise:
A detailed description and instructions
for the activity to be facilitated in class.

Featured Lesson Units
1 History
2 Language Arts

Teaching Tips:
Direct questions teachers may use to
help guide the students through the
activity.

3 Behavioral Studies
4 Life Skills
5 The Arts

The Standards listed throughout the StageNOTES™ Field Guide are excerpted from Content Knowledge: A Compendium
of Standards and Benchmarks for K-12 Education (2nd Edition) by John S. Kendall and Robert J. Marzano, published
by Mid-Continent Regional Educational Laboratory, Inc. (McREL) and the Association for Supervision and Curricular
Development (ASCD), 1997.
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The

Guide to

Theatergoing Etiquette
In the early part of the nineteenth century, theatrical
performances usually began at six o’clock. An evening
would last four or five hours, beginning with a short
“curtain raiser,” followed by a five-act play, with other
short pieces presented during the intermissions. It
might be compared roughly to today’s prime-time
television, a series of shows designed to pass the
time. With no television or radio, the theater was a
place to find companionship, light, and warmth on a
cold winter’s evening.

ladies, who would not have ventured out late at night,
the opportunity to attend the theater.
Now in a new millennium, many of these traditions
are still with us. The theater is still a place to “see
and be seen”; eight o’clock is still the standard curtain
time; and the excited chatter of the audience falls to
a hush when the house lights dim and the stage lights
go up, and another night on Broadway begins.
You can make sure everyone you know has the very
best experience at the theater by sharing this Theater
Etiquette with them. And now, enjoy the show!

As the century progressed, the theater audience
reflected the changing social climate. More well-to-do
patrons still arrived at six o’clock for the full program
of the evening, while half price admission was offered
at eight or eight-thirty to the working class. This
allowed for their longer workday and tighter budgets.
Still, the theaters were always full, allowing people
to escape the drudgery of their daily lives and enjoy
themselves.
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Because of this popularity, theaters began to be
built larger and larger. New progress in construction
allowed balconies to be built overhanging the seats
below—in contrast to the earlier style of receding
tiers. This meant that the audience on the main floor
(the section called “the orchestra”) were out of the
line of sight of the spectators in the galleries. As a
result, the crowds became less busy peoplewatching
and gossiping among themselves, and more interested
in watching the performance. The theater managers
began the practice of dimming the lights in the seating
area (called the “house lights”), focusing the attention
of the audience on the stage. The advent of gas
lighting and the “limelight” (the earliest spotlights)
made the elaborate settings even more attractive to
the eye, gaining the audience’s rapt attention.
By the 1850s, the wealthier audiences were no
longer looking for a full evening’s entertainment.
Curtain time was pushed back to eight o’clock (for
the convenience of patrons arriving from dinner);
only one play would be presented, instead of four or
five, freeing the audience for other social activities
afterward. Matinee (afternoon) performances were
not given regularly until the 1870s, allowing society
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Overture to

History
“In this dream I saw June
singing a song in like a barnyard.
And then ---

a cow came on stage!”
Rose

The Rise and Fall of a Roamin’ Empire

Act 1, Scene 6

ose dreams up some seemingly
outlandish ideas for the stage acts
that she believes will showcase her
daughter’s talents. But in the context
of the world of Vaudeville, her ideas
were par for the course.

disposable income. This new “leisure” class
required new diversions and entertainments which
proliferated in this period of growth, transforming
the cultural landscape as well. Amusement parks
became a hugely popular diversion, along with ball
parks, nightclubs and family entertainment in the
form of Variety theatre.
Ironically, the most popular form of American
Variety adopted a name of French derivation:
Vaudeville. Though there were similar forms of
entertainment in Europe such as English Music
Hall, Vaudeville emerged as a uniquely American
phenomenon that built the foundation for another
national cultural icon: the American Musical.

American variety theatre began to flourish
toward the end of the 19th Century. By then
the Industrial Revolution had transformed the
economic and social structure of the country.
Large cities and well established towns that had
drawn workers from
rural areas had grown
Summary of Standard for
up into lively urban
Historical Understanding
centers. Work weeks
1. Understanding and analyzing
chronological relationships and
became more regulated
patterns:
creating free time for
n
Analyze influence of specific beliefs
a large segment of
on these times. How would events
be different in the absence of these
the population that
beliefs?
was now earning
n
Analyze the effects specfic
enough to
decisions had on history. How
would things have been different
have a
in the absence of these specific
measure
decisions?
of
2. Understanding the historical

During that same time period, European
immigration was also transforming the social
landscape of the cities. The social fabric had

perspective:

Understand that the consequences
of human intentions are influenced
by the means of carrying them out.

n

Understand how the past affects
our private lives and society in
general.

n

Perceive past events with historical
empathy

n

Evaluate credibility and
authenticity of historical sources.

n

Evaluate the validity and
credibility of different historical
interpretations

n
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become a tapestry of different ethnicities, religions other theatres as well, including the Orpheum
and economic stations. Variety entertainments,
circuit, they controlled a powerful coast to coast
offered just that, variety. In order to appeal
network of venues.
to the broadest possible audience, they had to
offer something for everyone. In addition, the
The circuit could work for you or against you.
performers themselves
If you were a hit
“There isn’t a
represented a crossin one Orpheum
person in show business
section of society.
house for example,
Vaudeville offered
you could bank on
who doesn’t need Mr. Grantziger “
employment to anyone
that success to be
Cratchitt
Act 1, Scene 9 repeated in many
of any race, gender
or economic status
other venues. If you
with a talent. Consequently, the variety on stage
got a bad notice or rubbed someone the wrong
reflected the variety in the audience. This was
way in one of these theatres, you were in danger
democratic entertainment.
of never working in any theatre in the chain again.
In fact, Vaudeville’s enormous popularity during
the last two decades of the 19th Century and
the first two of the 20th stretched across the
country, reaching the smallest towns on the map,
and some too small for that. This “Small Time”
circuit played the humblest of Vaudeville houses.
Sometimes the venues were not theatres at all
but store fronts, lodge halls or other make-shift
performance spaces. Touring the Small-Time
circuit was a grueling, sometimes thankless pursuit,
comprised of one-nighters for tiny audiences in
shabby venues, playing two to four performances
a day. In the early years the pay was poor, about
$15 a week. Eventually though, the pay increased
so that even a Small Time performer working
steadily could make considerably more than a
factory worker of the time. More importantly for
many though, this brutal life was all worth it just to
keep the dream alive; the dream of making to the
Big Time.
Rose and her troupe have a run on the Big Time
when they at last get an opportunity to play the
Orpheum circuit. The powerful and ruthless team
of theatre impresarios, Benjamin Keith and Edward
Albee, are credited with recognizing and seizing on
the vast money. They were in fact, instrumental
in making it the widespread phenomenon that
it became. They must have realized that “if you
build it, they will come” because they built a chain
of theatres in the Northeast specifically designed
to house Vaudeville shows. Eventually taking over
9

Since Keith and Albee wielded control over much
of both the Small and the Big Time circuits, striking
out with them could be the end. The most
important of the Big Time theatres was The Palace
in New York City. If you landed a booking at the
Palace you had truly “made it to the Big Time.”
When Rose’s troupe is offered a contract after
auditioning for Mr. Grantziger at the Palace in New
York, it seemed that they had finally “made it.”
But when Rose turns down his unattractive offer
it marks a turning point from which the act never
recovers.
A typical Vaudeville show line-up or “bill” consisted
of eight or more distinct acts, each offering a
different type of entertainment. Jugglers, singers,
dancers, magicians, comics, animal acts were
standards of Vaudeville. But Rose’s troupe and
their seemingly over-the-top act would have also
shared the bill with some outrageous novelty acts.
Contortionists, escape artists, regurgitators; even
“celebrity” appearances by famous criminals were
all part of the smorgasbord. The intention and the
appeal was a sense of anticipation. If an act fell
flat or if it just didn’t suit your taste, you had only
to wait for the next one. Chances are, you were
going to walk away from a Vaudeville show having
seen at least one thing you’d never seen before.
For all the variety in a typical Vaudeville show,
there was a fairly consistent structure. Contrary
to what you might expect, the opening act was
not the headliner. Usually this slot was occupied
by an animal act or some other lesser “silent” act
that could withstand the inevitable commotion
of people entering late and finding their seats.
This would be followed by a sister or brother act
– singing or dancing, then a play or comedy sketch
and a novelty act. Closing the first half would
be an act featuring a rising or fading star. The
second half would open with a big crowd pleaser
followed by the coveted “next to closing” slot filled
by the show’s headliner which might have been
Kate Smith, Sophie Tucker or Jack Benny. The
closing act could be a short film or an inferior act
that would encourage people to leave early. To
be booked in the closing slot was the height of
humiliation for anyone with aspirations.
10

The tyranny of Keith and Albee’s control included
the key to survival, the Vaudeville industry didn’t
their absolute insistence on keeping the material
help itself by refusing to acknowledge and adapt
“clean.” This was intended as family entertainment to changing tastes and evolving technology. Rose
and they would not tolerate the possibility of
is the embodiment of this stubborn and selfoffending a patron. This puritanical ethic was
destructive stasis. Whenever she “reinvents”
spelled out in notices posted back stage warning
the act in an attempt to give it new life, the act,
about the use of any
in fact remains the same;
“coarse” language or “It Ain’t the act, honey.
only the costumes and the
I been telling you, vaudeville’s
sexual innuendo. By
setting have changed. To
today’s standards,
make matters worse, having
dead…stone cold
the exclusions would
set her hopes and dreams
.”
seem harmless
on succeeding in what was
Herbie
Act
2,
Scene
2
enough. Phrases like
a rapidly disappearing arena,
“hully gee,” “son of
she refused to accept that
a gun” and even “slob” were not permitted. Of
the opportunity was fading in the distance. The
course, the code of what was forbidden did not
public simply no longer wanted what she had
eliminate the use of what we would today consider to offer. They had moved on to other forms
wholly unacceptable ethnic slurs. If your act
of entertainment most significantly, “talkies.”
contained such material as was deemed offensive,
Eventually, all the old Vaudeville houses would be
you would be informed of this by the receipt of
converted to movie theatres.
a blue envelope left for you backstage the
contents of which instructed you to change or
eliminate the offending words, jokes or phrases
or suffer the consequence of unemployment.
Today, we still refer to suggestive material in
entertainment as “blue.”

By the late 1920’s, Vaudeville was deep in decline
due to a combination of factors. If adaptability is

Bob Hope

By the early nineteen twenties, that part of the
decade referred to as The Roaring Twenties,
when the story of “Gypsy” begins, the great
Vaudeville era had already seen its pinnacle.
Public tastes were changing and in the wake of
World War I, society embraced technological
advances and the modernity of lifestyle they
made possible. Life was becoming efficient and
streamlined. At the same time, a need to blot
out the horrors of the War inspired an eager
attachment to new diversions. Irreverence and
sophistication came in the form of Nightclubs, Jazz
and new dance styles all in the interest of breaking
with the past. This included moving away from
the puritanical proscriptions held over from the
Victorian era and into a more emancipated world
view. Wholesome, family entertainment by the old
definition was becoming old fashioned.

W. C. Fields

Jack Benny

dead

On its last legs,
Vaudeville was already
vulnerable when the
dizzying economic
growth of the decade
turned into a dizzying
freefall overnight with the stock market crash
of 1929. Ushering in the Great Depression, the
Crash put an abrupt end to the notion of leisure or
anything but hardship for the duration of the 30’s.
The last vestiges of the Vaudeville entertainers who
had managed to hang on to this point had to adapt
or quit. Headliners and other popular acts, such
as Jack Benny, Bob Hope or W.C. Fields had the
possibility of transitioning into film. Small time acts
were left to Burlesque or retirement.
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History

Discussion
Discussion

Objective
Explore censorship in
American entertainment.

From the

Script

Act 2, Scene 2
Rose’s group, now calling themselves Rose-Louise and Her Hollywood Blondes, arrive at a
Burlesque theatre in Wichita, Kansas. They are shocked by the seedy environment. A drunken
stripper staggers across the stage. Pastey, the stage manager, uses bad language, confirming
they are no longer in the “family” environment of Vaudeville. Although censorship still
applies, apparently no one pays attention.
Pastey (to Rose and the Group)
So you’re the act that’s supposed to keep the cops out.
Boy, you must be lousy!...

Teaching Tips
Do you like the idea
of censorship? Why do
censorship rules different
in different cultures?
Have you ever heard
the term “puritanical”
applied to America’s
attitudes toward sex in
entertainment? Does
the government have
the right to decide what
should be censored?

Mazeppa, an exotic dancer, sings about her risqué act.
Mazeppa
YOU CAN PULL ALL THE STOPS OUT
TILL THEY CALL THE COPS OUT...

Exercise
In the Overture to History, the author talks about Vaudeville prohibitions against any material
in an act considered “dirty.” Initially the censorship was meant to increase family attendance
to shows which would not have been attended otherwise. As censorship evolved so did
its purpose. Today, censorship has been accused by its critics as a tool to stifle freedom of
speech.
Rather than outright bans on “adult material,” the film industry developed its own form of
censorship—a rating system designed to keep underage viewers from seeing films containing
language and subject matter deemed inappropriate. Hence the ratings General Audiences,
PG, PG-13, R and X on movie ads.
Have students research the basic guidelines of MPAA’s (Motion Picture Association of
America) rating system. Conduct an in-class guided discussion of the system. Ask students
to express their views and how they feel about censorship in general. Do they think the
guidelines work? Do they think they should be stricter or less strict? Why? How, if at all, does
exposure to adult language and subject matter affect young viewers? Do you think censorship
should be removed?
How does censorship square with First Amendment Rights and freedom of speech
guaranteed under the constitution?
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History

Writing

Script

Writing

From the

Analyze the psyche of the
The Roaring Twenties.

Act 1, Scene 2
Rose, a product of the era, explains to her father the kind of person she is and what she wants
from life. She sings...

Objective

SOME PEOPLE CAN GET A THRILL
KNITTING SWEATERS AND SITTING STILL -THAT’S OKAY FOR SOME PEOPLE WHO DON’T KNOW
THEY’RE ALIVE;
SOME PEOPLE CAN THRIVE AND BLOOM,
LIVING LIFE IN A LIVING ROOM -THAT’S PERFECT FOR SOME PEOPLE OF ONE HUNDRED
AND FIVE!
BUT I
AT LEAST I GOTTA TRY,
WHEN I THINK OF ALL THE SIGHTS THAT I GOTTA SEE YET,
ALL THE PLACES I GOTTA PLAY,

Teaching Tips
Does the word “flapper”
ring a bell? How about
“speakeasy,” Al Capone,
The Charleston,
Prohibition? All of these
went into making The
Roaring Twenties the
“roaring” era that it was.
How much do you know
about this period in our
history?

ALL THE THINGS THAT I GOTTA BE YET -COME ON, POPPA, WHADDAYA SAY?
SOME PEOPLE CAN BE CONTENT
PLAYING BINGO AND PAYING RENT -THAT’S PEACHY FOR SOME PEOPLE
FOR SOME HUMDRUM PEOPLE
TO BE,
BUT SOME PEOPLE AIN’T ME!

Exercise
The musical traces the story of Rose and her daughters’ theatrical exploits from the heights
of the Roaring Twenties--the early part of the decade. The innocence of Vaudeville and
variety theatre of that era sits in stark contrast to other forces that would later usher in
the Crash of ’29 and subsequent Great Depression. To understand what life was really like
for Rose, Herbie and the girls, and for Rose as a driven person who devoured it, it helps to
comprehend the era within its social context.
Write a two-page essay on one topic from the list below, or another of your choice. When
everyone has written their essays, each student reads their work. When all students have
finished reading, each student, using the information gathered, prepares an overall profile of
the Roaring Twenties. Students conclude their profile stating two opinions: how did life in the
twenties affect the development of Rose’s personality; what subsequent effects does this have
on her two daughters.
The Great Depression
Crash of ‘29
Chicago Mafia
Prohibition
Spirit of St. Louis
Sacco and Vanzetti
The Scopes Trial
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Women’s Right to Vote
Flapper
Charleston
“Fatty” Arbuckle Scandal
Houdini
Gertrude Eterle

History

Experiential
Experiential

Objective

Make historical
connections between
past and present.

From the

Act 1, Scene 2
Rose explains in song to her father the importance of being a vaudeville star.
I HAD A DREAM,
A WONDERFUL DREAM, POPPA,
ALL ABOUT JUNE AND THE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT -GIVE ME A CHANCE AND I KNOW I CAN WORK IT!
I HAD A DREAM,
JUST AS REAL AS CAN BE, POPPA -THERE I WAS IN MR. ORPHEUM’S OFFICE
AND HE WAS SAYING TO ME,
“ROSE!
GET YOURSELF SOME NEW ORCHESTRATIONS,
NEW ROUTINES AND RED VELVET CURTAINS,
GET A FEATHERED HAT FOR THE BABY,
PHOTOGRAPHS IN FRONT OF THE THEATRE,
GET AN AGENT -- AND IN JIG TIME
YOU’LL BE BEING BOOKED IN THE BIG TIME!”

Teaching Tips
Do you ever watch
old movies? Do your
radio stations play only
“today’s” music? Are
you interested in music
from your parent’s era,
or from other eras? Be
honest. Do you think
that entertainment not
strictly “today” is worth
very much? Is that a good
way to think? Why? Why
not?

Script

Exercise
It’s one thing to see a musical based on a particular historical period but another to actually
view history as it transpired. To get a “feel” for the historical importance of vaudeville in
those days, as reinforced by Rose in the script excerpt above, it helps if students see actual
performances and gauge audience reaction.
Rent the DVD Vaudeville from 1997 and treat the class to performances by some of the most
famous vaudevillians of their day. Afterwards have students evaluate the entertainment based
on today’s standards. Does the humor work? Are the acts outdated. Are the artists talented?
How many of them could succeed in today’s entertainment environment. Can you compare
any of the entertainers to anyone currently performing? Did you enjoy the performances? On
what level?
Do the lyrics from the Peter Allen song below have merit?

Everything Old Is New Again
Don’t throw the past away
You might need it some rainy day
Dreams can come true again
When ev’ry thing old is new again
Get out your white suit, your tap shoes and tails
Put it in backward when forward fails
But leave Greta Garbo alone
Be a movie star on your own
And don’t throw the past away
You might need it some rainy day
Dreams can come true again
When ev’ry thing old is new again
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History

After Hours
Teaching Tips

Challenge #1

Today’s generation
might be less inclined to
get the most out of the
musical Gypsy because
of the generation gap.
It might all seem very
“old fashioned” as
they used to say. After
all, the twenties and
thirties were a very
different time and
place. It’s important
then that students get a
sense of the era and its
entertainment forms in
order to gain a better
appreciation of what they
are seeing.

Variety and The Stars
“The Ed Sullivan Show” ran from the 1950s to its final show in 1971. It was one of the last
“variety” shows to appear on television. A modern vaudeville-like venue, it featured acts from
the world of comedy, music, dancing, circus and animal acts and appearances by sports and
other noted personalities of the day.
Research the show and make a list of famous persons and performers who appeared.
Rent copies of a few shows and watch them with your friends and/or family.

Challenge #2
Vaudeville Across the Pond
Many acts appearing in American vaudeville theatre originated in British Music Halls. One of
the more famous personages was the great Charlie Chaplin—son of the noted English music
hall performer Charlie Chaplin Sr. and Hannah Hill. As Rose wished for her daughters, June
and Louise, Chaplin eventually graduated from the vaudeville stage to become one of the
most famous actors in American silent films.
Rent copies of Chaplin’s films. Write a short essay describing his genius as an actor.
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Overture to

Language
Arts
“I

found it irresistible. It’s quite a performance.
I bet some of it even true,
and if it wasn’t, it is now.”

t’s interesting to note that the full title
of the show based on the published
memoir of Gypsy Rose Lee is titled
Gypsy: A Musical Fable. The word
“fable” is significant as it signals that,
though the source material tells of
events in a real person’s life, the show
resides in the realm of fiction and
should not be seen as a representation
of fact. But was that source material,
the memoir, itself
Summary of Standard for
a representation
Language Arts
of fact?
Writing
Demonstrates competence in the
general skills and strategies of the
writing process
Demonstrates competence in
rewriting, drafting and revising,
editing and publishing
Demonstrates competence in the
stylistic and rhetorical aspects of
writing

n

Uses grammatical and mechanical
conventions in written
compositions

n

Gathers and uses information for
research purposes

n

Reading
Demonstrates competence in the
general skills and strategies of the
reading process

n

Demonstrates competence in the
general skills and strategies for
reading a variety of literary texts

n

writing about Gypsy: A Memoir

The more complicated distinction between the
two forms has to do with fact versus fiction. An
autobiographer attempts to confirm the truth
or accuracy of his memories and to fill in the
inevitable gaps by consulting outside sources.
Those sources may include friends and relatives as
well as purely objective, historical documentation.
However, in spite of this attempt at authentication,
there is an inescapable fictional aspect to any form
of autobiographical writing. We can never step
wholly outside of ourselves and view our lives with
objectivity. And though the autobiographer’s

n

n

John Steinbeck

By definition, a
memoir is a subjective
retelling of one’s
life or, more often,
part of one’s life.
Though it is a type
of autobiographical
writing, it is distinct
from autobiography
as a form in that it
need not be bound
by chronology or
even accuracy.

Demonstrates competence in the
general skills and strategies for
reading a variety of informational
texts

n

Listening and Speaking
Demonstrates competence in
speaking and listening as tools for
learning

n
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goal is to render a truthful account, a writer’s
process involves making choices such as what
events and characters to include or leave out.
This process necessarily results in a degree of
subjectivity.

Sometimes, that’s unsettling as memories can be
very emotional terrain. June Havoc, Gypsy Rose
Lee’s sister, objected to parts of the Memoir and
its accounting of their
shared childhood.
Apparently, Lee had
altered some of the
unpleasant facts and,
using her trademark
wit, had given an
entertaining flourish
to much of it. “A
Musical Fable” was
added to the title of
the Broadway show
as a concession
to June who had
strong objections
to the show,
particularly
concerning the
portrayal of her
character. Two
years later she
published her
own, more
disturbing account
of the family’s years in Vaudeville in her memoir:
Early Havoc. No doubt, a show based on this
memoir, from the perspective of Baby June, would
be a very different show indeed.

Memoir, on the other hand, is very purposefully
a subjective form. Beginning with selecting the
events that will define the focus of the writing, the
whole process requires a much more personal
and interpretive approach. The goal is not so
much to record an objective “truth” but is instead
to discover and share a different kind of truth.
The writer of a memoir looks back through the
very subjective lens of memory and searches for
meaning in the selected events. That meaning
may lie in the answer to why these memories
tend to resurface;
in other words
why the memoirist
feels compelled to
write them down.
Hard facts are less
important than
impressions and
observations. In
the prologue to
Gypsy: A Memoir,
the author sets
up this right of
license when,
in recounting a
dialogue with
her son, she
writes: “My son
has a memory
like mine, sharp
and clear for
the trivia; but
unlike me he remembers names and dates.”

Nevertheless, as an autobiographical form (as
opposed to fiction), it is a given that a memoir is
based, however loosely, on the facts of a person’s
life. Autobiography and memoir are therefore
really two points on a continuum between fact and
fiction.
Being closer to fiction on that continuum, memoir
takes on many of its structural characteristics.
Whereas autobiography gets its structure largely
from an existing chronology, memoir must be
more deliberately shaped. The license afforded
by this form of storytelling comes with the need
to make use of narrative elements such as conflict,
resolution, setting, plot and character development
as well as techniques such as flashback, irony

If the autobiographer compares his own memories
with those of friends and family attempting to
arrive at the “truth,” the memoirist is unconcerned
that others may have a different recollection which they inevitably do. We have all recounted a
memory to a parent or sibling only to discover that
their memory of the same event is very different.
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and symbolism. Well written biographies and
autobiographies also incorporate or
highlight many of these elements
wherever possible.

The memoir gives us the opportunity to see
how someone else navigates the twists
and turns of life.
The show Gypsy: A Musical
Fable is a fictional work as
the title indicates. Based
on selected events in the
life of Gypsy Rose Lee as
recorded in her memoir,
it could be described
as an interpretation
and adaptation of a life.
Though the factual content
is debatable, it nevertheless
holds a measure of universal
truth.

So why are memoirs
such an appealing form
to writers? Perhaps
it’s because writing a
memoir can be cathartic.
Re-examining the past
can reveal motivations,
feelings and connections
that have previously been
obscure. Reliving a time of
crisis through memoir can
transform lingering bitterness
into reconciliation or even the
triumphant feeling that comes with the
acknowledgement of survival. By all accounts,
Gypsy (nee Louise) and June’s mother Rose was
tyrannical in her obsession with achieving stardom
for her girls, making their young lives miserable.
Yet Gypsy, in her memoir, infuses the retelling of
those painful years with entertaining wit. That wit
was not only a signature characteristic of her strip
tease act and stage persona, it was clearly a survival
mechanism and is therefore an appropriate and
authentic tool for her to use in revisiting the past.
After all, another part of the appeal of memoir,
which allows a degree of narrative license, is that
it gives the author, at least to some extent, the
opportunity to re-write his own life.

Memoirs of Note
All Rivers Run to the Sea
Memoirs by Elie Wiesel

Angela’s Ashes: A Memoir
by Frank McCourt

Days of Grace: A Memoir
by Arthur Ashe

The Diving Bell and the Butterfly
by Jean-Dinubuqye Bauby (France)

Life on the Mississippi

Memoir is currently a very popular literary form.
But why are readers drawn to these intensely
personal stories? In the case of celebrity
memoirs, the appeal is obvious. We’re given a
sense of intimacy with a luminary and a window
into their humanity. Memoirs are not always
celebrity confessionals; sometimes they
are the recounting of a story of survival or some
other chapter of an otherwise unknown life.
Why are those stories of interest to us?
Like most types of writing, the key is in the
details. Readers are interested in the details of
someone else’s life because through them, we can
tap into the universals of life experience.

by Mark Twain

On Writing: A Memoir of the Craft
by Stephen King

Out of Africa
by Isak Dinesen

Thirteen Days: A Memoir of the
Cuban Missle Crisis
by Robert F. Kennedy

The Audacity of Hope
by Barack Obama
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Language Arts

Discussion

Discussion

Objective
Recognize literary
devices as effective
creative tools.

From the

Script

Act 1, Scene 5
Baby June and her Newboys are introduced in an early vaudeville act. June sings “Let Me
Entertain You.”
Newsboys
Presenting -- In Person -- That three foot three bundle
of dynamite: Baby June!
(There is the greatest drum roll of them all, and crashing through the paper “front page” plastered across the
kiosk comes JUNE wearing the gaudiest, fanciest, richest
costume ROSE has been able to whip up. SHE whirls madly
to the foot-lights, does a split and coyly screeches:)

Teaching Tips
Writing is more than just
words on paper. When
a writer creates he or
she has tools available
to them which can turn
a mundane piece of
writing into an interesting
compelling work. In
terms of theater, it can
mean the difference
between a play losing
half its audience after the
first act, and one that has
them eagerly anticipating
the second.

June
Hello, everybody! My name is June. What’s yours?
(Then, assisted by the boys, JUNE sings in ragtime.)
LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU,
LET ME MAKE YOU SMILE,
LET ME DO A FEW TRICKS,
SOME OLD AND THEN SOME NEW TRICKS,
I’M VERY VERSATILE.
AND IF YOU’RE REAL GOOD,
I’LL MAKE YOU FEEL GOOD,
I WANT YOUR SPIRITS TO CLIMB.
SO, LET ME ENTERTAIN YOU
AND WE’LL HAVE A REAL GOOD TIME, YES SIR!
WE’LL HAVE A REAL GOOD TIME!

Exercise
Have each student read aloud the song lyrics above.
Authors use literary devices as tools to create a mood or setting in their works. In the
excerpt above Jule Styne and Stephen Sondheim use suggestive song lyrics as a device called
foreshadowing to hint at its ending. June, who eventually leaves the family to become an
actress, is suggesting something in an innocent vaudeville act about how it will all end up. Her
sister will become an exotic dancer.
The following website provides a list of literary devices.
http://olc.spsd.sk.ca/de/resources/litdevices/index.html
The class discusses each device. Each student gets a chance to come up with an example.
Keep track of the number of examples each student suggests. The student who has the most
at the end receives a predetermined prize.
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Language Arts

Writing

Script

Writing

From the

Write a memoir.

Act 1, Scene 9
Louise (Gypsy Rose Lee) recounts an incident where Rose refuses to let June accept an
opportunity to become an actress, placing her own interests over those of her daughter.

Objective

Cratchitt
If she goes to school for a
solid year and takes acting
lessons. He’s ready to pay
for everything -- on one
condition.
(To ROSE)
You stay away.

Teaching Tips
Memoirs can be a
catharsis. What is a
catharsis? Defined it
is: the purging of the
emotions or relieving
of emotional tensions,
especially through certain
kinds of art, as tragedy or
music (or writing).

Rose
Stay away? I’m her mother!...
How are Louise and I supposed
to live?
Cratchitt
You might get a job, dear.
Rose
I have a job, dear, and I do
it damn well! My daughters are
my job and I got two of them!
Louise
Momma, if June--

Rose
June is my baby! I’m her
mother!
Cratchitt
(Phone rings)
Yes-Rose
(Taking phone away and
slamming receiver down on
table) Don’t you dare answer
the phone when I’m yelling at
you! Nobody knows June like I
do and nobody can do for her
what I can!
June
Momma, this is my chance to be
an actress. Mr. Grantziger can
make me a star!
Rose
You are a star! And I made you
one!...

Exercise
Gore Vidal writes: “A memoir is how one remembers one’s own life, while an autobiography
is history, requiring research, dates, facts double-checked” —from Palimpsest by Gore Vidal
(Penquin, 1996). Memoirs may appear less structured and less encompassing than formal
autobiographical works as they are usually about part of a life rather than the chronological
telling of a life from childhood to adulthood/old age.
Gypsy: A Musical Fable is based on the memoirs of Gypsy Rose Lee (Louise). It is different
from an autobiography in that the incidents recounted are Louise’s recollections. We have no
input from the other sources as to the accuracy of the recounting.
The script excerpts above do not place Louise’s mother is a very favorable light. If the piece
were autobiographical perhaps explanations or information from others sources might change
our opinion of her and the incidents related in the work.
Think of a particularly memorable incident in your own life. Write a three-page memoir of the
event as you remember it, or prefer to remember it. Remember, the writing is personal and
will reflect how YOU recall things and your impressions.
After discussing the piece with your teacher, create a folder and save the writing for further
use in the Language Arts Experiential section.
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Language Arts

Experiential

Script

Experiential

From the

Autobiography versus
the memoir.

Act 2, Scene 1
Herbie, Rose and Louise discuss the new act. Louise says she can’t do it, insisting she’s “not
June.” Herbie assures her that her mother doesn’t expect that.

Objective

Herbie
Once upon a time, there was a
prince named Ziegfeld -Rose
It could happen! -- Anyway,
everybody needs something
impossible to hope for.

Teaching Tips
It’s far easier to tell
someone something if
another isn’t present to
clarify or challenge what
you are saying. Memoirs
versus autobiographies
can be viewed in this
way. Are memoirs then
easier to write than
autobiographies? Why?

Louise
Momma, I’ve tried as hard as I
could. The act is rotten and
I’m rotten in it.
Rose
How do you like that? Typical
of a kid!

Herbie
Rose...Why do you make Louise
wear that wig in the act?

Louise
I’ve been waiting to say this
--

Rose
It makes her look more like - a star.

Rose
Always impatient!

Herbie
And why do we keep the cow?

Momma --

Rose
Herbie, if that cow goes, I
go! The act can be fixed. If I
was doing it for June, it’d be
all set.
Louise
But you’re not, and I’m not
June.
Herbie
Now, Louise, nobody expects
you to be.

Louise

Rose
A few break-in dates don’t go
too hot so she Louise
Momma, I am not June! I am not
a blonde! I can’t do what she
did!
Herbie
She isn’t asking you to.

Exercise
In Language Arts Writing we discussed the difference between the memoir and
autobiography. Gypsy: A Musical Fable based on the memoirs of Gypsy Rose Lee reflects a
period in Louise’s life as she alone remembers it. We do not know if it is completely accurate
and have no way of knowing if her perceptions are based on fact. The author’s decision then
to add the word fable to the title is significant. To present the story as autobiographical would
be incorrect.
In Language Arts Writing you wrote a memoir of a particular incident in your life. It was your
own recollection without the requisite relating of “history, requiring research, dates, facts
double-checked,” as stated by Gore Vidal.
In the script excerpt above Herbie softens Rose’s image as controlling. He is a third party
who intervenes, verifies and clarifies what’s going on between Louise and her mother.
Do some research. Read your memoir to people who were involved in or know about the
incident related in you memoir. Get their take on what you’ve written. These people will
provide other information and insights. As you go make notes on the memoir clarifying
certain points. Add information they give you and as many facts as you can learn. Talk to as
many people as possible to get a good well-rounded view.
In looking at your memoir now how does it compare with the original memoir you wrote?
Put your memoir with notes into your folder for use in Language Arts After Hours.
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Language Arts

After Hours

Teaching Tips

Challenge #1

Logical flow of thought
when it comes to writing
is essential. Students love
to sit down and write
stream of consciousness
pieces because there
is little preparation
required. Writers are
not forced to think much
about the systematic
presentation of ideas
much less the requisite
beginning, middle and
end demanded by other
writing forms.

A Perfect Example

Autobiographical material
is particularly difficult. It
is extremely personal.
Writers not only have to
determine the breadth
of the work (what time
frames it will encompass)
but what will be included
and what will be left
out; what is important
to the integrity of the
work and what is not.
It requires interviewing
people who add validity,
factual verification of
information presented.

Select an autobiography of someone you admire or whose life you find interesting. Read the
book, paying strict attention to how it is written and what kinds of information is included
that make it autobiographical. Before you read, its a good idea to visit one of the many
excellent websites that talk about what constitutes autobiography.

Challenge #2
My Life in Brief
In the Language Arts Experiential you have already completed the first step toward writing
an autobiographical account. You’ve taken your memoir based on an event in your life and
interviewed others who know about it or were involved to get a more complete picture of
what happened— “history, requiring research, dates, facts double-checked.”
Our goal here is to write an autobiographical-style account of the incident you wrote about
in your memoir in the Writing section, now replete with information from other sources
you gathered in the experiential section. We say “style” because your original piece did not
meet the usual longer time frame of a traditional autobiography. Nevertheless since you have
researched the history of the event with others--“history, requiring research, dates, facts
double-checked”-- we can apply the rules to the piece. Again, there are several excellent
websites that discuss what constitutes autobiography. Visit them again before you begin. Keep
a copy of the book you read in Challenge #1 available for reference.
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Overture to

Life
Skills

Summary of Standard for

Life Skills

Thinking and Reasoning
Understands and applies the
basic principles of presenting an
arguement
n
Understands and applies basic
principles of logic and reasoning
n
Effectively uses mental processes
that are based in identifying
similarities and differences
(compares, contrasts, classifies)
n
Understands and applies basic
principles of hypothesis testing and
scientific inquiry
n
Applies basic trouble-shooting and
problem-solving techniques
n
Applies decision-making techniques
n

Working With Others
Contributes to the overall effort of
a group
Uses conflict-resolution techniques
n
Works well with diverse individuals
and in diverse situations
n
Displays effective interpersonal
communication skills
n
Demonstrates leadership skills

by Mervyn Rothstein

originally printed in Playbill, May 2008

orking in the theatre is, to me, living,” says
Arthur Laurents.
At 90, Laurents is still active in the art form he has loved for over 60 years.
For the third time on Broadway, he is directing Gypsy – this version, at the
St. James Theatre, stars Patti LuPone.

n
n

Self-Regulation
Sets and manages goals
Performs self-appraisal
Considers risks
n
Demonstrates perseverance
n
Maintains a healthy self-concept
n
Restrains impulsivity
n
n

Laurents wrote his first Broadway play, Home of the Brave, about a Jewish GI
in World War II, in 1945. His stage credits include the play the
Time of the Cuckoo; the librettos for West Side Story and Gypsy; directing
the original La Cage aux Folles; and directing revivals of Gypsy with Angela
Lansbury, Tyne Daly and LuPone. He has won two Tonys; in 1968 for the
book of Hallelujah, Baby!, and in 1984 for La Cage. Screenplays in his long
film career include The Way We Were and The Turning Point.

n

Life Work
Makes effective use of basic tools
Uses various information sources,
including those of a technical nature,
to accomplish specific tasks
n
Manages money effectively
n
Pursues specific jobs
n
Makes general preparation for
entering the work force
n
Makes effective use of basic life skills
n
Displays reliability and a basic work
ethic
n
Operates effectively within
organizations
n
n

Laurents grew up in Brooklyn. Near his house
was a theatre company. “My cousins and I would go every Saturday. My
parents took me to theatre. I went alone to Broadway when I was 12.”
After attending Cornell he began writing radio plays. He served in the Army
during World War II. “And I wrote Home of the Brave. Once that started, it
seemed to me it’s where I belonged.
He went to the West Coast to write films “for money”. He was blacklisted
for his political beliefs and lived in Paris before returning to the New York
stage.
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In the mid-1950s, Jerome Robbins and Leonard Bernstein
asked him to write the libretto for what had started as a
modern-day musical Romeo and Juliet, involving Jews and
Catholics and called East Side Story. Laurents and Bernstein
revised the ethnicities to Polish-American and Puerto Rican,
redirected the geography – and changed musical history.
In 1959 came Gypsy, which many people call the best musical
ever. Laurents has long said it is his favorite. “I always was
proud of it,” he once told The New York Times. “But Gypsy
grew to be a classic. It wasn’t one of those things that was
hailed as such in the beginning.” (It didn’t win the Tony,
losing to The Sound of Music and Fiorello! Which tied.)

Gypsy starring Angela Lansbury

Laurents directed a Broadway musical in 1962 called I Can
Get It For You Wholesale, with a talented newcomer named
Barbra Streisand in a featured role. Did he know she would
become a huge star? “Barbra told you then that her career
would be like it turned out to be. She was 19. And she
knew she was going to be a movie star.”
In the ‘80s came La Cage aux Folles. “One reason I did it
was to show you could do a musical about gay people with
dignity, and it could be a success.”
The new Gypsy, first done at City Center during the summer
of 2007, is different from others, he says. “We’ve been
re-examining, rediscovering, exploring. What’s the point of
doing another revival? You don’t just revive. You look for
new life. I’m doing a revival of West Side Story on Broadway
in 2009, unlike any production ever done. I’m not going to
tell you how. You’ll have to see it.”
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Life Skills

Discussion

Script

Discussion

From the

Understand the link
between persistence and
success.

Act 1, Scene 2
Rose tries to get her father to give her money to take the girls to Los Angeles. She and her
father argue and Rose shows her persistence and determination. He tries to point out the
reality of her situation but she refuses to see it.

Objective

Pop
It ain’t too late for you to get a
husband to support you.
Rose
After three husbands, I want to enjoy
myself. I want my girls to enjoy
themselves and travel like Momma does.
Pop
And you’ll leave just them like your
mother left you.

Teaching Tips
You may have heard the
term, “He or she is a
real bulldog.” It refers
to determination. How
determined are you
to get what you want?
Do you give up easily?
Do you never give up?
Does it depend on the
circumstances? What
impact should the reality
of a situation have on
your persistence?

Rose
Never!...
Pop
Nothin’ wonderful is going to happen to
her (Louise) or June -- or to you.
Rose
Maybe not to me, but they’re gonna have
a marvelous time! I’ll be damned
if I’m gonna let them sit away their
lives like I did. Or like you do...
Anybody that stays home is dead! If I
die, it won’t be from sittin’!
It’ll be from fightin’ to get up and get
out!

Exercise
One thing you have to say for Rose, she’s persistent. Nothing gets in the way of her
goal—fame for her girls. She has had husbands and could have been sharing life’s cares and
responsibilities, but she chooses to be on the road, struggling with all manner of adversity.
Persistence in life, some say, is half the battle won. It is interesting how some people give
up so easily while others simply will not be defeated. In many instances it’s the difference
between As and Cs, between getting something you want or need, or giving up and settling
for life as it is, without it.
Have each student think of one incidence where they have shown persistence, and one when
they did not. You might want to give them a few days to mull this over. Conduct an open class
discussion. Have each student talk about the two incidents. Guide the discussion toward the
incident where they did not preservere. Why didn’t they and what was the result? Do they
wish they had persevered? Why? What would they have gained?
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Life Skills

Writing

Script

Writing

From the

The ability to adapt as a
positive life skill.

Act 1, Scene 2
Rose rails against the show owner because he did not pay enough. Instead of continuing on
the kiddie circuit she will take the girls and their act to bigger theaters where they pay more.

Objective

Rose (to June)
That rotten little Uncle Jocko! He’s as cheap as your
grandpa. Ten bucks for a talent like yours! Well, we’re
through with Kiddie Shows. And with your grandpa’s lodge
hall. It’s time we moved on anyway! I’m gonna get us an
agent to book the act on the Orpheum Circuit. I had a
dream last night: I dreamt a whole new act for you!
Baby June and her News boys!

Teaching Tips
Sometimes things work
for a while, and then
for whatever reason
they don’t. When this
happens we’re forced to
think about changing our
approach to suit the new
situation. An inability
to do this can leave us
“treading water,” in
short, not getting any
place because we are
stuck in the old ways of
doing things.

Exercise
In the excerpt above Rose shows her ability and willingness to adapt to a new situation. She
is unhappy with the fact that her girls are not getting the recognition she thinks they deserve.
Instead of accepting it she will take the act to a more prestigious venue than the Elks Club.
Sometimes in life our ability and willingness to adapt is crucial. This does not mean we forsake
our values. No. We are simply seeing our situation realistically and changing our approach to
our benefit. In Rose’s case she is clearly adapting to a negative situation. She has not altered
her goal in any way, but will simply try another approach.
The famous quote, “Adapt or die” would be too seriously applied to Rose’s situation. Yet
there are other circumstances where it fits to a tee. Global warming is one of them. If we are
to survive we must adapt to new ways of doing things.
Research one of the new ways in which scientists agree we must adapt. Write an article about
it citing sources within the text. Have a science teacher read the articles and pick the five
that he or she thinks are best. Submit the articles to your school newspaper and ask them to
publish them in future issues.
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Life Skills

Experiential
Experiential

Objective

Improve your confidence
in front of groups.

Teaching Tips
Do you get that queasy
feeling when you have
to do something in front
of people? Why do
you think that is? Is this
something you can get
over or is it just “you?”
Truth is you may never
get over it completely
but you can learn to
control it. Doing so can
contribute greatly to
your success in life.

From the

Script

Act 1, Scene 8
The group performs the ridiculous barnyard sketch for Mr. Grantziger.
Farm Boys
(Sing)
EXTRA! EXTRA! HEY, LOOK AT THE
HEADLINE!
HISTORICAL NEWS IS BEING MADE!
EXTRA! EXTRA! THEY’RE DRAWING A
RED LINE
AROUND THE BIGGEST SCOOP OF THE
DECADE!
A BARREL OF CHARM!
A FABULOUS THRILL!
THE BIGGEST LITTLE HEADLINE IN
VAUDEVILLE!
(Spoken)
Presenting -- In Person -- That
five foot two bundle of dynamite:
Dainty June!
June
Hello, everybody! My name is June!
What’s yours?
(She sings)
I HAVE MOO COW, A NEW COW, A TRUE
COW NAMED CAROLINE
MOO MOO MOO--

Cow

June
SHE’S AN EXTRA SPECIAL FRIEND OF
MINE.

MOO MOO MOO--

Cow

June
I LIKE EVERYTHING ABOUT HER
FINE..
MOO MOO MOO--

Cow

June
SHE LIKES TO MOO IN THE
MOONLIGHT
WHEN THE MOODY MOON APPEARS.
AND WHEN SHE MOOS IN THE
MOONLIGHT,
GOSH, IT’S MOOSIC TO MY EARS!
SHE’S SO MOOSICAL...
SHE LOVES A MAN COW, A TAN COW
WHO CAN COW
HER WITH A GLANCE.
MOO MOO MOO--

Cow

Louise
WHEN HE WINKS AT HER SHE
STARTS TO DANCE...

Exercise
One thing you have to say about Rose and her girls, they were not shy. Rose would forcefully
try to sell the act to the most disinterested people. The girls got on stage and performed even
the most ridiculous acts, like the one above, with confidence. That kind of confidence can be
a great asset in life.
Different personalities aside (some of us are simply more comfortable doing things in front
of groups than others), a person can learn to be less apprehensive. Although most of us will
not become entertainers, we will all have to get up in front of people and either say or do
something. It’s unavoidable.
Tell the class they’re going to have some fun. Make handouts of the lyrics above. Have the
class pair off into twos. One will be Louise and one the cow. Have them practice the song and
perform it before the class. You will play the role of the farm boys and introduce the acts. Tell
them to use their imagination and make the act as entertaining as possible. When all the pairs
have performed. the class will vote on which act was the best.
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Life Skills

After Hours
Teaching Tips

Challenge #1

It’s difficult to admit
you’re wrong. People
don’t like to do it. Yet
since none of us are
perfect it’s a fact of
life we all must face.
Facing our faults builds
character. Admitting to
them means we have
character.

Apology Accepted

Marriage is a huge
decision. Yet many
people make it without
giving it much thought at
all. Some decide to have
children with the same
lack of forethought. Do
you think marriage is
just something everyone
does or do we have
choices?

Rose is a pretty tough cookie. She’s hard on herself, her daughters and everyone around her.
Yet in one scene she apologizes to Louise for pushing her aside and for favoring her sister,
June.
It isn’t easy to apologize. But there are times when you have to; it’s the right thing to do.
Apologies can often set things straight and get relationships going in the right direction again.
It takes a big person to apologize. Are you a big person?
Think of something you did that deserves an apology. Make the apology. Write a short
explanation of who you apologized to, and why. How did it go? How did you feel? Did it make
you feel better? Did the person to whom you apologized accept your apology or stay mad. If
they didn’t, who is the bigger person—you or them? Save your writing and refer to it once in
awhile as a reminder.

Challenge #2
“Sadie, Sadie Married Lady”

Funny Girl music by Jule Styne; lyrics by Bob Merrill
The song in the Challenge title was written for the popular musical, Funny Girl. It intimates
that marriage somehow improves the personal and social status of the heroine in the play.
Look up the lyrics online and get your own impression.
In Gypsy, Louise and June sing the song below.
Louise
IF MOMMA WAS MARRIED WE’D LIVE IN A HOUSE,
AS PRIVATE AS PRIVATE CAN BE:
JUST MOMMA, THREE DUCKS, FIVE CANARIES, A MOUSE,
TWO MONKEYS, ONE FATHER, SIX TURTLES AND ME...
IF MOMMA WAS MARRIED.
June
IF MOMMA WAS MARRIED, I’D JUMP IN THE AIR
AND GIVE ALL MY TOE SHOES TO YOU.
I’D GET ALL THOSE HAIR RIBBONS OUT OF MY HAIR,
AND ONCE AND FOR ALL I’D GET MOMMA OUT, TOO...
IF MOMMA WAS MARRIED.

It is obvious that they would prefer a more normal life and believe they would have it if Rose
got married and settled down.
Marriage is not for everyone. While lots of people marry, the divorce rate in America
indicates many who do probably should not.
There are down sides and up sides to the decision. Make a list of all the reasons why you
think you might get married. Then make a similar list of reasons why you might not. If you
did, what kind of person might you marry? What qualities would the person have? Do you
think people who are married are more admired by others than those who are not? Do you
think that’s fair?
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Overture to

Behavioral
Studies
“You say I

fought my whole life.
I fought your whole life.

So now you tell me:

What’d I do it for?”

he show’s title and the
transformational arc of its title
character would seem to place Gypsy
Rose Lee (née Louise) at the center
of the story but, in fact, the focus
rarely strays from her mother, Rose,
the destructive human hurricane who
drives the action and demands our
attention. Though she wreaks havoc
everywhere and damages everything in
her path, it is her outrageousness – and
her tragedy, that makes this her story.

Rose

Act II, Scene 5

Our first encounter with the domineering dynamo
is her entrance from the back of the house, when
she charges down the aisle and up onto the stage,
shouting at her daughter who is in mid-audition,
commanding her to “Sing out, Louise – sing out!”
In this one astonishing moment, we’ve gained
most of the essential information about Rose’s
character: she is a formidable presence who will
push her daughters to stardom – no matter the
cost. In other words, she is what gives “stage
mothers” a bad name. What we don’t understand
fully about her until the end is: why?

Summary of Standard for

Behavioral Studies
Understands that group and
cultural influences contribute to
human development, identity, and
behavior

n

Understands various meanings of
social group, general implications
of group membership, and
different ways that groups
function

n

Understands that interactions
among learning, inheritance and
physical development affect
human behavior

n

Understands conflict,
cooperation, and
interdependence among
individuals, groups and
institutions

n
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Stage mothers have been around ever since
someone first placed a child on a stage and
asked him to perform, but the character of Rose,
introduced to the world through this Broadway
musical, became iconic as the quintessential “stage
mother.” She embodied and solidified what would
ever-after be seen as a negative archetype.

In that context we can almost justify her actions.
Still, the destructively controlling ways of Rose
have given her the reputation of being a “monster”
albeit an irresistibly entertaining one. There are
the financial stakes that rest on the girls’ success,
but the psychological stakes are even higher
for Rose. Much higher than for either
of her daughters who have been
dragged reluctantly into show
business. Rose, has staked
her whole being on
making her daughters
into stars, not to
pay the bills, not to
fulfill their dreams
but to fulfill her
own. This is why
Rose’s brand of
ambition is so
destructive.

In spite of her monstrous
acts, we are riveted to and
moved by Rose’s journey
perhaps because we
see her as pursuing
the American
Dream, striving
for the chance
to grab the
brass ring,
to stand
out. Most
Americans
consider
this kind of
opportunity
a birthright
and Rose
is the
embodiment
of the
indomitable,
irrepressible
American spirit.

Though as
children, we
depend on
our parents to
provide good
role models,
ultimately we
all have to find
our own identity,
separate from our
parents. We have to
discover and pursue
our own dreams and
goals and set our own
standards for ourselves.
This is an important stage in
psychological development and
normally begins during adolescence.
Developmental psychologist Erik Erikson
called it the “Identity Crisis.” Rose, provides neither
the good role model nor the opportunity for her
daughters to define and express their own identities.
This kind of parenting is not restricted to stage
mothers. There are Little League dads and countless
other incarnations of the parent who pushes and
pressures unreasonably.

We can also view
Rose’s actions in
the context of the
fiercely competitive
environment of the
vaudeville circuit. Show
business offered the hope and
possibility of a real livelihood for Rose
and her brood. With no means and no education,
it’s not at all clear what the alternatives might have
been. In the “survival of the fittest” world of show
business, anything less than dogged determination
would have fallen short of success – especially in
the declining years of vaudeville and as the Great
Depression took hold, desperation was epidemic.
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The Addictive Elixir of Fame
Ironically, it is the “talented” daughter, the one
that could have fulfilled Rose’s dreams, that leaves
her. As a young adolescent, June takes a rather
drastic step toward a rite of passage by running off;
thereby separating herself, at least physically, from
her mother. Louise, the “untalented” one, hangs
on, seeking the approval that will never come. She
is denied the normal transforming transition from
adolescence into adulthood. Dr. Benjamin Spock
writes that this stage is important because, as near
adults, adolescents sense that “It’s now their turn
to challenge the world…” The world Rose has
created for her daughters is upside down. At this
crucial time in their lives, Rose is the one bitterly
asking:

“Well, someone tell me,

when is it my turn?”

Act II, Scene 6

As opportunities for the success she craves slip
away one by one, Rose grasps more and more
desperately to the last vestiges of hope. When
she pushes her “untalented” daughter Louise into
stripping at a Burlesque house, she crosses a line
that costs her what little hope of redemption
she has left. Her fiancé leaves her and Louise
rejects her. As a highly successful stripper and her
mother’s creation, Louise, now Gypsy Rose Lee,
finally breaks from Rose’s grasp:

Watching “Rose’s Turn” is like watching, in slow-motion, the
final moments of a train wreck caused by a runaway locomotive.
Up until that moment, throughout the show, the audience is
held captive in awed fascination as we watch this powerful
engine propelling itself toward its own extinction - destroying
anything in its way that doesn’t jump from the tracks in time.
As she crashes headlong into herself, Rose explodes with rage:
“What I got in me –

what I been holding down inside of me –
if I ever let it out,

there wouldn’t be signs big enough!”
But was it what was inside or what was missing? Perhaps she
was driven by emptiness so vast that only the oversized, heady
cocktail of fame could fill it up.
America has always been in love with celebrity. We see that
intoxication in Rose. We see it in Gypsy Rose Lee who revels
in her new-found niche in the landscape of show business and
we see it in June who might have run from this world and the
horrific memories it held for her but who embraced it on her
own terms nonetheless. We also see it around us everyday, on
television, on magazine covers and billboards. And we see what
people are willing to do to achieve it.
For some, their allotted fifteen minutes of fame will never be
enough. Like a drug, fame can become an addiction in some
people. When it goes away, which it inevitably does, it leaves
an unbearable emptiness an identity crisis Rose knows all too
well:
“You either have it. . .
Or you’ve had it.”

“From now on, even if I flop,

I flop on my own!”

Act II, Scene 5

The confrontation propels Rose into the cathartic
moment known as “Rose’s Turn” near the end of
the show. She now owns up to her own frustrated
ambition and the full extent of her misguided
and selfishly motivated actions are revealed as is
the tragedy she has made of her life and the lives
of her daughters. Arthur Laurents, the show’s
author, called it a kind of “strip.” It is at once a
performance and a moment of bare exposure for
Rose. This is as close as she will get to her goal of
living vicariously through her daughters’ success.
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Behavioral Studies

Discussion

Discussion

Objective
Understand controlling
behavior as a negative
trait.

From the

Script

Act 1, Scene 1
The girls audition for Uncle Jocko’s Kiddie Show. Despite Jocko’s prohibition of mothers in the
theatre, Rose barges in and takes over.
Rose
Sing out, Louise -- sing out!

Jocko
What is going on here?

Jocko
Who said that? Who said that?...

Rose
...when the girls do their
specialty would you please ad
lick it? Thank you.
Show him, girls.

Rose
You’re behind, Louise! Catch up,
honey, catch up!
Jocko
Who let in one of them
mothers?...

Teaching Tips
Did you ever hear the
term, “control freak, or
cf for short?” Did anyone
ever call you that? If you
think you always know
what’s best you may be
a cf personality type.
There’s a difference, you
know, between guiding
people and controlling
them. But how do we
know what it is?

Rose
Hold it, please, hold it! Save
your strength June. Louise,
dear, if you don’t count
Jocko
Madam, do you realize you are
absolutely -Rose
I do, Uncle Jocko, but I want to
save your very valuable time for
you.
Jocko
In that case--....
Rose (to Jocko)
Will you hold Chowsie for me -that’s short for chow mein...

Jocko
Is this really happening?
Rose
Oh, Gus? Gus, would you please
slap Baby June with something
pink? She’s the star. Smile,
Baby dear!
Jocko
I have seen all kinds of mothers
-Rose
Don’t hang on the Baby’s dress,
you’ll rumple it up. Do you know
of a really good agent who could
book a professional act like
ours?
Jocko
A professional act! Hey Georgie!
Get a load of this -Rose (suddenly grabbing him)
Don’t you laugh! Don’t you dare
laugh! ... That child is going
to be a star. Smile, Baby dear!

Exercise
“Control Freak,” “Takeover Artists.” They’re both uncomplimentary terms for the same
behavior. Rose is a textbook example of that kind of person. As the consummate “stage
mother,” she is determined her girls will be stars and attempts to control everything that will
contribute to that goal. She does not seem to comprehend how annoying her behavior is.
Her determination to get her way overrides it.
Ask students to define the difference between guiding and controlling. From their answers,
formulate two good definitions and write them on the board. Be careful here. Some students
may confuse the two, particularly when it comes to legitimate parental or adult authority.
Using the script excerpt as a talking point, the class discusses Rose’s behavior as controlling. If
they were in the place of the girls, ask them how they might feel in this situation. If they were
Jocko how might they feel? Is Rose really controlling what’s happening or she producing an
opposite effect that might hurt the girls chances at being selected. Ask students if Rose has
the right to behave in this way. Is she doing this for the girls, or is she doing this for herself?
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Behavioral Studies

Writing

Writing

Objective

Recognize and appreciate
your own identity.

From the

Script

Act 2, Scene 2
Rose talks Louise into doing the exotic dance. Louise does not want to do it.
Rose (to Louise)
Baby, it’s all right to walk out when they want you.
But you can’t walk out now when after all these rotten
years, we’re still a flop. That’s quitting. We can’t quit
because we’re a flop!

Nervous, Louise glides out onto the stage. A transformation occurs.
Cigar
Take something off!
Louise

Teaching Tips
Who are you? We think
we know but do we
really? How much of
your personal identity is
tied to what people want
you to be? Is it natural
to seek approval from
others? Can the quest for
approval stop you from
being who you really are?

Momma!
Rose
A glove. Give ‘em a glove!
Say something!
Louie
Hello ----Everybody. My name is Gypsy -- Rose --Lee

(She likes this new self. She gives a sexual look to a man sitting in front)

Exercise
There is a lot going on here in terms of behavior. Rose, by telling Louise they can’t be a “flop,”
has manipulated her into doing something she doesn’t want to do. Louise, who has always
felt second in her mother’s eyes, is ripe for some attention—the wrong kind or otherwise.
She has never been allowed to develop a sense of self. She has no sense of who she is but
only sees herself, for now, as a reflection of her mother’s wishes and goals. That, however, is
about to change.
“Who Are You?” asks the musical group, The Who. How is your sense of self doing these
days? Does anyone know who you really are? More importantly, do you know? Would you
like to find out?
Use stream of consciousness to write an extensive and honest profile of who you are.
Title it: I Am –(name)---------. Remember, there’s no one to approve or disapprove. Talk
about anything that comes to mind as long as it reflects your identity as a person-- your
thoughts, hopes, dreams for the future—anything. What annoys or pleases you? What kind of
personality you have: are you strong, weak, somewhere in the middle? Anything you wished
were different about yourself? When you’re finished, read it over and add some things you
may have left out. Store it somewhere private. Take it out every so often and re-read it to
remind yourself exactly who you are.
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Behavioral Studies

Experiential

Script

Experiential

From the

Reinforce stealing as a
negative behavior.

Act 1, Scene 7
Rose and the group go to a Chinese restaurant. As they’re leaving, Rose goes to put the
silverware into her purse. Herbie calls her on it.

Objective

Herbie
Rose, the hotel is two doors away! Honestly, you behave
as though those girls -- Rose!

(She is collecting silverware and is about to put it in her bag).
Rose
We need new silverware. as though those girls -- Rose!

Teaching Tips
Stealing is stealing. By
definition, it’s taking
something without
permission that does not
belong to you. Yet there
seems to be certain
qualifications these days;
certain situations that
for some folks don’t
fall into that category.
We are not talking
about Jean Valjean, the
unfortunate protagonist
of Les Miserables sent to
prison for stealing a loaf
of bread for his starving
family. We’re talking
about people who for
whatever reason simply
take things that do not
belong to them.

(Stops then puts down the silver.)
Herbie, how long is it going to take you to get used to
me?

Exercise
What Rose did is not uncommon. Many people don’t seem to see taking things from
restaurants as stealing. One story goes that a patron tried to steal a lamp from a New York
City club. The lamps were wired together and as he left all of the lamps on the tables went
out. While this is amusing the fact that the patron tried to steal what did not belong to him,
apparently as a souvenir, is not. Restaurant wares and decorations are costly. They are not
part of the meal!
Falling into this same category is buying clothing, wearing them then putting the tags back on
and returning them to the store; taking towels or other fixtures from hotels; walking around
a food store and eating things you don’t pay for; hitting someone’s car in a parking lot and not
leaving a note. In the last case you are technically either stealing from the insurance company
who must make the repairs or from the car owners who may have to pay for the repairs
themselves. You would be amazed at the number of people who do this. Perhaps even some
you know.
The class conducts an anonymous survey. Make printed sheets listing all of the above
behaviors and some students can think of themselves. Put check boxes next to each. Get
permission to place the survey sheets in the school cafeteria. Provide instructions on the
sheet to check off any behavior the person thinks is okay. Tell them to drop the sheets in a
box you’ve provided.
After a week collect the surveys and as a class total the number of checkmarks next to each
violation. Are you surprised at the results? Which violation got the most checkmarks? Why do
you think they did?
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Behavioral Studies

After Hours

Teaching Tips

Challenge #1

The use of child
labor to produce and
manufacture products is
practiced not only by U.S
companies but others
around the world. It is
an epidemic that needs
to be addressed. The
first step in addressing
the problem is making
people aware of it.
Your students, as young
citizens must understand
the gravity of this
situation and its impact
on global health, politics
and economies.

The Shame of It
In all the dialogue in Gypsy never once does anyone mention that the girls or other young
performers ever went to school.
Go to http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0497346/bio
The Gypsy Rose Lee biography on the above website states, “There were also rumors about
Rose during this time, about how she had to dodge the police, who enforced strict child labor
laws, and even about how she may have murdered a man she thought was pestering her
children. Not a very positive environment for children.
Visit the website http://www.historyplace.com/unitedstates/childlabor/. Starting with
the quote by 12 year old Furman Owens, write a scathing article condemning this practice. In
researching your article, look up information on U.S. companies abroad accused of allowing
the use of child labor to manufacture or produce their products.
Discuss the above with friends and relatives. How do they feel about U.S. companies using
child labor in other countries? Do they even know about it? Make sure they do.

Challenge #2
A Piece of Your Mind
You’ve researched child labor practices and laws in the U.S. You’ve also done some digging
about U.S. companies who turn a blind eye to child labor practices in other countries just to
produce cheap products for Americans.
Write a letter to one of their corporate offices criticizing this practice. Did you get a
response?
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Overture to

The
Arts

You Gotta Get A Gimmick
Comic: What

to you?

happened

Injured Man: I

Comic: And?

was living
the life of Riley.
Injured Man: Riley

came home!

hile Vaudeville spread family shows across America in the late 19th and
early 20th Century, another form of variety entertainment was also
flourishing. Restrictive Victorian
Summary of Standard for
social mores and the lofty upperThe Arts
class artistic pretensions of the
Art Connections
time begged for skewering. It
Understands connections among the various art forms and other disciplines
may have been a dirty job but
Theater
someone had to do it and comic
Demonstrates competence in writing scripts
relief arrived in the form of
Uses acting skills
Designs and produces informal and formal productions
Burlesque.
Directs scenes and productions
n

n
n
n
n

Understands how informal and formal theater, film, television, and electronic
media productions create and communicate meaning
Understands the context in which theater, film, television, and electronic
media are performed today as well as in the past

n
n

Music
Sings, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music
Performs on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music
Improvises melodies, variations, and accompaniments
n
Composes and arranges music within specified guidelines
n
Reads and notates music
n
Knows and applies appropriate criteria to music and music performances
n
Understands the relationship between music history and culture
n
n
n

Visual Arts
Understands and applies media, techniques and processes related to
the visual arts
Knows how to use the structures (e.g., sensory qualities, organizational
principles, expressive features) and functions of art
n
Knows a range of subject matter, symbols, and potential ideas in the visual
arts
n
Understands the visual arts in relation to history and cultures
n
Understands the characteristics and merits of one’s own artwork and the
artwork of others
n
n
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Describing literary or dramatic works
that ridicule through parody, the term
“burlesque” first appeared in 1667.
Burlesque entertainments, aimed at lower
and middle class audiences, began to
appear in Britain in the 1840’s. Distinct
from Vaudeville, these satirical variety
shows, fueled by the early Victorian
repressive milieu, could take a wide
range of forms, musical and non-musical,
and poked fun at such subjects as
Shakespearean drama, opera, ballet and
upper-class social customs.
In the spirit of that irreverence, by the

shows already
included the
ingredient of
women in revealing
costumes. Though
still quite modest
by today’s standards, this scandalous aspect of the
genre would help to define it going forward. Lydia
Thompson and her British Blondes who performed
on Broadway in 1868 were a huge success and
major influence on the direction burlesque would
take. In their show “Ixion,” the women appeared
in tights, playing men’s roles. Lydia wrote the show
and managed her Burlesque troupe and her success
inspired other women performer/managers, though
it was not long before men, primarily theatre owners,
dominated the landscape.

The Minsky brothers were among the major
entrepreneurs and were responsible for significantly
shaping Burlesque in this country including introducing
the runway that was already popular in Paris. The
runway brought the female performers partially out
into the audience allowing for more interaction and,
presumably, more titillation. Eventually, the Minsky’s
owned twelve burlesque theatres, six in New York
City with the others scattered about the country
creating their own “wheel.” Their flagship theatre
and the most important of the burlesque houses
was the Republic Theatre on 42nd Street. Ironically,
that theatre, now called The New Victory, is today
devoted to children’s theatre. The Minsky’s influence
was so pervasive, that when the law began closing in
on Burlesque theatres, that one of the first reforms
was to ban the runway, in 1934. By the late 1930’s,
even the name “Minsky” was banned from use in
New York City because it had become synonymous
with Burlesque.

Other influences were the “leg” and minstrel shows.
In fact, theatre manager Michael B. Leavitt created
what became the standard form of the Burlesque
show with “Madame Rentz’s Female Minstrels.”
From that point on, Burlesque took on the threepart structure of the minstrel show: part one would
feature women singing and dancing interspersed
with low comedy delivered by men; part two was
a collection of novelty and specialty acts and a
conspicuous absence of women and part three would
feature a grand finale.

Similar to the Vaudeville circuits, Burlesque theatres
around the country
formed “wheels;”
Unfortunately,
“They say when a vaudeville act plays in
and like Vaudeville,
over time, Burlesque was to become
burlesque that means it’s
these circuits had
synonymous with seedy- its origins as a
all
washed
up.
big time and small
raucous, satirical variety entertainment
time versions. But
lost to obscurity. Long before
unlike many individual Vaudeville acts which would
Burlesque achieved the reputation that prompted
often have to hustle each booking from one theatre
the decisive measures toward its eradication, the
to the next, a Burlesque performer or act was part
genre was associated with scandal; but for a time,
of a complete show that traveled together. In this
the objections of moralists only seemed to fuel the
way, Burlesque could provide even more consistent
popularity of the shows. There were the “clean”
employment than many Vaudeville performers
circuits or wheels which avoided acts that would
enjoyed. While Burlesque acts often moved “up” to
draw censure but from the beginning, inherent in
Vaudeville, the reverse was an indication of hard times. burlesque and what set it apart was its low, bawdy
In the declining years of Vaudeville, many performers
and irreverent humor of which sexual innuendo was
had to cross over to Burlesque just to pay the bills
always a part. And from early on, scantily clad women
- but they usually did so under an assumed name.
on stage were an extension of that.
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The stripper Gypsy Rose Lee
was known for entertaining
and titillating with her urbane
wit and not for how much she
revealed which was apparently
not as much as many of the time.
Near the end of Gypsy, when her
Louise’s transformation is complete
and she has fully assumed her new
identity as Gypsy Rose Lee, we get
glimpses of her Burlesque stage persona
and style. In an elegant evening gown that she is
about to shed, she addresses the all-male audience:

“An ecdysiast is one who – or that which – sheds its skin.
In vulgar parlance, a

a stripper.

stripper. But I’m not
At these prices, I’m an ecdysiast.”

Burlesque Jargon

Tights and form-fitting corsets, were the principle
ingredients of the female burlesque performer’s
costume beginning in the late 1800s when it was
shockingly scandalous in contrast to what Victorian
women were otherwise wearing: full-length skirts,
bustles and hoops, all designed to hide the form of
the female body. This basic costume look remained
the mainstay until the 1920s when times were rapidly
changing and the Victorian era was officially over. As
it evolved, and as male managers took over, burlesque
focused increasingly on what the women weren’t
wearing and the eventual arrival of the striptease,
in 1921, was almost inevitable. In view of the everpresent competition, this was one thing that family
oriented Vaudeville, radio and even film could not
offer. By the early thirties, as we see in the final scenes
of “Gypsy,” the striptease, had become Burlesque’s
dominant characteristic. Though Burlesque, an
affordable distraction, remained profitable through
the Great Depression, within a few years, La Guardia,
the influential, reformist mayor of New York City
was cracking down on the theatre owners and others
around the country eventually followed suit.

Boston Version
A Cleaned up routine

bump

To swing the hips forcefully

from hunger
A bad performer

gadget
A G-string

Milk It

To get an audience to applaud for an encore

grind

A full circle swing of the pelvis

jerk

An audience member

Mountaineer

A newcomer fresh from the Catskill resort circuit

Skull

To make a funny face

talking woman

Feeds lines in the comedy skits

top banana

“I’ll thank you not to give the boss any notion that I
would ever play

social commentary in the
form of entertaining satire
including what we now
think of as classic comedy
gags and routines. The
seasoned “strip woman”
Mazeppa, in her pride as
a singing, dancing stripper
with a “gimmick,” is insulted
at the suggestion that she fill
in as a “talking woman,” playing
scenes with a comic. Ironically, she just
might have been refusing to work with the likes of
W.C. Fields, Jackie Gleason, Fanny Brice, Bob Hope,
Bert Lahr, Red Skelton or Phil Silvers; all of whom got
their early training in the school of Burlesque.

The top billed comedian of the show

scenes.”

trailer

What ended with a reputation for being the worst of
low-brow adult entertainment, began as much needed

The strut down the runway before the strip begins
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The Arts

Discussion

Script

Discussion

From the

Burlesque as art form.

Act 2, Scene 2
Rose tells Louise what she thinks of burlesque. She does not know yet that Louise will become
an exotic dancer. She reflects society’s view of burlesque.

Objective

Rose
You don’t know what kind of people are
out there on that stage. You don’t know
what kind of theatre this is.
Louise
Yes I do. It’s a house of burlesque.
Rose
And you’ll leave just them like your
mother left you.

Teaching Tips
Art in all forms
sometimes conflicts
with society’s norms.
Literature, painting,
dance, film, theater—all
have at one time or
another been criticized
for overstepping the
bounds of decency. Some
have focused on taboo
subjects, or offended
certain accepted ways of
thinking. Controversy,
it seems, is the fuel
that drives creative
endeavors.

Act 2, Scene 5
Louise not only does the exotic dancing act but likes the response she gets. When Rose demeans what she’s done she counters by saying she’s highly paid and that, apparently justifies
how she’s making the money.
Rose
You need something to remind you that
your goal was to be a great actress, not
a cheap stripper.
Louise
June’s the actress, Mother. And I’m not
a cheap stripper. I’m the highest paid
in the business.

Exercise
Art Form:
Any activity or medium regarded as a means for the expression of creative
impulses or professional expertise.
Burlesque as an entertainment genre included not only exotic dancing such as the act Louise
does but comedy and drama also on the raw side. If it is true that validity as an art form
such as dance and other artistic endeavors depends on, among other things, social, cultural
and moral constraints, can burlesque then be considered an art form? This definition seems
to conflict with reviews of Gypsy Rose Lee as an entertainer of wit and sophistication who
performed with grace and style.
Divide the class into two debate groups. Have students gather as much information as
they can on burlesque to get a clear picture of its history, what it was and the type of acts
presented. Using the definition above, have the groups debate whether burlesque is a
legitimate art form or not.
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Writing

Script

Writing

From the

Write an objective
review of a performance.

Act 1, Scene 9
June wants to leave the act and study acting, paid for by T.T. Grantziger, the famous New York
producer. Rose objects, saying she doesn’t need him to be a star, that she already is.

Objective

Rose
You are a star! And I made you one! Who’s
got clippings like she has? Books full
of ‘em! She doesn’t need lessons any
more than she needs Mr. T.T. Grantziger!

Teaching Tips
There is a difference
between stars and actors.
Some accomplished
actors become stars;
but all stars are not
accomplished actors.
What is your own
criterion for judging this?

Exercise
Singing, doing hi jinx and high kicking with cows on a vaudeville stage doesn’t mean you can
act. T.T. Grantziger, as an experienced producer, knew this. Acting is a specialty, requiring
years of dedicated training.
The famous actor, Ethel Barrymore once said, “For an actress to be a success, she must
have the face of Venus, the brains of a Minerva, the grace of Terpsichore, the memory of a
Macaulay, the figure of Juno, and the hide of a rhinoceros.
Analyze this quote in writing, taking each point and explaining its significance as you see it
relating to the craft of acting.
Next, look in newspapers, online and in magazines. Study carefully several film reviews.
Rent a movie featuring June Havoc, watch it and write your own review of her performance.
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Experiential
Writing

Objective
Experience a
performance at a major
vaudeville venue.

From the

Script

Act 1, Scene 9
Herbie realizes that the act has been accepted, not for The Palace but for a lesser venue.
Herbie
We auditioned for Grantziger’s Palace.
This is for Grantziger’s Variety
Cratchitt
That’s right.
Herbie
But the Variety is way down on 14th
Street.

Teaching Tips
Certain places are
magical. You walk in,
look around and know
you are somewhere
special. While there may
be similar places, none
are quite the same. Can
you think of any places
you feel that way about?

Cratchitt
He’ll give you a visa to get there.

Exercise
The Palace Theatre in New York City is mentioned in the play in almost religious terms. For
vaudeville performers it was, indeed, a cathedral of entertainment. If you made it there you
knew you were a star. The same could be said for the London Palladium. Gypsy Rose Lee
appeared at both venues; vaudevillian Bennie Fielding says he tapped danced with her at The
Palace in New York.
Singer/actor Judy Garland considered her appearances at the Palace and Palladium the zeniths
of her career. Known by today’s generation as Dorothy in the 1939 film, The Wizard of Oz,
Garland’s name is synonymous with both theatres. Her appearances attracted hordes of
devoted fans throughout the 40s, 50s and 60s until her untimely death in 1969 at age 47. Like
Rose, Louise and June, Garland began her career in vaudeville with an eye toward eventually
performing in venues like The Palace and Palladium.
Rent the Netflix DVD: Judy Garland: Live at the London Palladium and experience her
extraordinary talent. Afterwards share your impressions of Garland’s performance. Did she
mention the Palladium as being a special place? Did the intensity of the performance in any
way reinforce her reverence for the venue? What were your impressions while watching her
perform in this famous vaudeville venue?
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After Hours
Teaching Tips

Challenge #1

The song from Funny Girl
goes, “People Who Need
People.” There are times
when doing something
on your own works.
In many instances,
however, people need
others. “The More
the Merrier” suggests
working together as a
group can not only be
fun, but often creates
bonds of friendship
between people that last
for life. Commitment
to friendships isn’t
always easy. It takes
work to maintain close
relationships. Do you
have what it takes?

The Power of “We”
The song below from Gypsy sung by Louise, Rose and Herbie says a lot about the importance
of friendship and camaraderie. They will stick together to achieve their goal of success in the
theater no matter what. Find a community project you and your friends or family members
can get involved in—together.

“Together Wherever We Go”

music by Jule Styne; lyrics by Stephen Sondheim
WHEREVER WE GO,
WHATEVER WE DO,
WE’RE GONNA GO THROUGH IT
TOGETHER.
WE MAY NOT GO FAR,
BUT SURE AS A STAR,
WHERE EVER WE ARE, IT’S TOGETHER!
WHEREVER I GO, I KNOW HE GOES.
WHEREVER I GO I KNOW SHE GOES.
NO FITS, NO FIGHTS, NO FEUDS AND
NO EGOS -AMIGOS, TOGETHER!

THROUGH THICK AND THROUGH THIN.
ALL OUT OR ALL IN
AND WHETHER IT’S
WIN,
PLACE
OR SHOW,
WITH YOU FOR ME AND ME FOR YOU
WE’LL MUDDLE THROUGH WHATEVER WE
DO
TOGETHER, WHEREVER WE GO!
WHEREVER WE GO

Challenge #2
You said It!
Below are some quotes about friendship from famous people. Look up information on each
person quoted. Discovering who they are will help you understand their quote.
Write an original quote about friendship. Put it on a strip of poster board. Create a
“Friendship Quote Display” in your classroom and encourage everyone to display their
quotes.
What is a friend? A single soul dwelling in two bodies.

--Aristotle

True friendship consists not in the multitude of friends, but in
their worth and value.
--Ben Johnson
Friendship is born at that moment when one person says to another:
‘What! You, too? Thought I was the only one.
--C. S. Lewis
Friendship marks a life even more deeply than love. Love risks degenerating
into obsession, friendship is never anything but sharing.
--Elie Wiesel
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Resources
Websites:
www.gypsybroadway.com
The Official Website for Gypsy

A Camp Broadway, LLC Publication

http://vaudeville.org/index_files/Page2702.htm

Editor
Philip Katz

http://www.burlesquehistory.com/

Art Director
Michael Naylor

http://www.charliechaplin.com/en/articles/23
http://www.nytimes.com/specials/ragtime/vaudeville.html
http://www.comm.unt.edu/histofperf/tjbrown/Mill_generic_page_four.
htm
http://www.jimsdeli.com/landmarks/42-51_w/palace-theater.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orpheum_Circuit,_Inc.
http://www.mises.org/story/2858
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Jennifer Wollerman
Jennifer Wollerman is a freelance writer, producer
and dramaturg. She has worked with theatre
organizations as diverse as Dragone, Radio City
Entertainment, Alexander H. Cohen, Second
Stage and La Mama, and has had numerous
dramaturgical and writing assignments along the
way including, most recently, an article on the fall
Broadway season for Frontier’s in-flight magazine,
Wild Blue Yonder. With C2 Creative, a marketing
services company she has produced for a wide
variety of clients including RHI Entertainment and
Qubo, a children’s television network. Jennifer
holds an MFA from Columbia University in
Dramaturgy/Theatre Criticism.

Sue Maccia
Sue Maccia worked as a senior copywriter in the
college textbook division of Macmillan Publishing,
Inc. New York. She has also worked for several
New York educational development companies
and taught creative writing at a specialized
program hosted by East Stroudsburg University.
As a journalist she covered both hard news stories
and wrote feature articles for major newspapers
including the Newark Star Ledger. Ms. Maccia
was chief copywriter for Films for the Humanities
and Sciences of Princeton, a major supplier of
educational films to the high school and university
markets. At this position she also handled Spanish
language film acquisitions. She has worked for the
New Jersey Council for the Humanities as a public
relations writer.

Books
Vaudeville Wars: How the Keith-Albee and Orpheum Circuits Controlled The Big-Time and It’s
Performers (Palgrave Studies in Theatre and Performance History, by Arthur Frank Wertheim (March 30, 2006)
The Palace Theatre by David Kastner (March, 2006)
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